COMMUNICATION PROCESS FOR NON-MONOGAMY
It’s not at all unusual for couples to get mixed up in misunderstandings when they begin practicing nonmonogamy. While a lot of attention is usually spent creating and managing boundaries, little thought is
given to the unspoken expectations we have about communication process and check-ins.
When we miss the process part of the conversation we leave a big space for miscommunication to start.
Typically we each proceed expecting the other to follow through on our communication expectations
without much clarity. But when our partner doesn’t meet these expectations (because they can’t read our
mind) trust can be broken.
Before even thinking about when to start we need to get clear about why we’re even communicating in the
first place. This might sound odd, usually your partner is someone you tell almost everything to anyway, so
these things seem like you “should” just tell them everything. And for many that is true. But communicating
without clear intention gets a lot of folks in trouble.
Whenever we share communication with a partner (verbal or non-verbal) we’re seeking something.
Knowing what you’re looking for, or what your intention is, helps both you and your partner understand
what’s expected in the conversation. Then you both can decide if you are ready to talk about the subject,
or if you need a little time first.

COMMUNICATION INTENTIONS
Here are a few examples of the intentions you might have when sharing with your partner. You can use this
as a reference when starting your own conversations.

Problem-Solving

Decision Making

Fact-Checking

Brainstorming Ideas

Collaboration

Research Support

Celebration

Impact-Checking

Financial Contribution

Empathy

Reflection

Affection

Planning Logistics Support

Guidance

Consent Negotiation

Acknowledgment

Reassurance

Comforting

Encouragement

Feedback

Responsibility Sharing

Advice-Seeking

Accountability

Scheduling Help

MEETING SOMEONE NEW
One example of this is when and how we check in about new feelings that arise as other relationships
deepen. I’ll outline this using an example of an interaction with an attractive stranger below.
Imagine you go to your favorite coffee spot and there is a new barista. They are charming and you have
an interesting conversation. It seems they might be flirting with you. From this point different couples have
different expectations about when and if you might check in or notify your original partner about this
interaction.
Look through the options below and note when you would expect your partner to check in with or notify
you of this kind of interaction.

Meet person

Share a bill

Feel physically attracted

Share a meal

Feel intellectually curious

Share physical affection

Feel emotionally pulled

Make additional plans

Get their contact info

Visiting their home

Give my contact info

Sharing information about your partnership

Return in hopes to bump into them

Sharing deep emotions with them

Daydream/fantasize about them

Sharing pictures with them

Find them online

Sharing intimate information

Make contact

Sharing sexual fantasies

Communicate online

Having sex

Confirm curiosity/attraction

Reaching orgasm with them

Share pictures

Meeting their family

Make plans

Planning a trip with them

Meet with intention

Telling them you love them

Noting the kinds of relationship benchmarks you’d like to be informed about is a really impactful part of this
process for many first-time non-monogamous folks.
Without clarity it can appear your partner is withholding, and the other partner can over-compensate by
holding back not knowing when their partner would like to be informed. These gaps feed insecurity and
confusion.

EVENT CHECK-INS
Another example of clarifying your communication process is having a clear check-in process when
attending events, meeting each other’s partners, or having shared dates.
Understandably emotions can be high and these new experiences can bring up real tenderness for many
couples. Not having even a general plan in mind can really lead to hurt for most people.
Think about the event in three phases and the kinds of communication you’d like to have in each phase. I’ll
outline a few options for each.

BEFORE
Talk about what you hope interactions will be like with each other
Set up a way to offer meaningful support if one of you is triggered.
Clarify the kinds of boundaries you plan to have with other people.
Make a plan to get home safely.
Talk through what you’d like to have happen if you are separated or meet different people.
Clarify your expectations about interrupting interactions you’re having with other people.

DURING
Set up a time and place you’ll step away to check in with each other.
Think about how you’ll manage difficult emotions if they arise.
Find a way to determine when you’ll leave and if you leave together.

AFTER
Find a way to discuss the successes of the event.
Talk about what you would do differently in the future.
Check in about folks you’d like to maintain contact with moving forward.

There are many other options for check-ins and expectation management in non-monogamy, but these can
give you a starting place for conversations you might want to have when going on your first dates with
other couples, attending a party, going to a sex club, or meeting a new crush.
As always, give me a call if you’d like to help working through these communication expectations.

